
Rescue with explosives

The use of blasting techniques 

in cave rescue



We could stumble everywhere and at any time.

It becomes much more difficult when help from outside is 

needed.

If we can leave the site of the accident on our own in order to 

seek medical assistance, it is an everyday matter.



In mountainous or rough terrain 

a transport can escalate into a rescue operation.

We could stumble everywhere and at any time.



Caves are among the most impassable areas.

Shafts/ chimneys
squeezes
waterways



It is impossible to get an 

injured person out of the 

cave by any other way 

than via the one he came 

in.

This is the big difference 

between cave rescue and 

mountain rescue.

A helicopter rescue from 

the air or a rescue with the 

steel cable winch is 

impossible. 



Swiss Speleological Society SSS/SGH

In Switzerland 

more than 8000 

caves are 

known.

The Speleo-Secours 

Schweiz 

The Swiss Speleo-Secours organisation was 

founded especially to the purpose of rescuing.

Fortunately, very few accidents happen during cave 

exploration,  but when it happens

it is extremely difficult and expensive.



Partner Organisation of the Swiss Alpine 

Rescue

• Contract since 1981 between the Swiss Caving Society and REGA, 

since 2016 agreement with Alpine Rescue Switzerland

An alarm is issued via REGA  

Phone No. 1414



Structure of the Speleo-Secour Switzerland

• 8 regional teams

• 1 reinforcement team

• 1 diving rescue team

• 15 blasting experts

• 1 group of specialists for 

pumping

• 12 doctors

• 220 Rescuers



Squeezes are the most 

difficult obstacles to 

overcome in caving

A gentle transportation of an 

injured person can only be 

done with a special shell-

shaped stretcher. 

In such places, it 

is necessary to 

remove as much 

rock so that the 

stretcher can 

pass through. 



The rock must be removed

quickly, but no heavy 

equipment

can be used. Usually not 

even a

bigger hammer can be 

used.
The blasting technique is usually 

the only practicable method left



Microcharge-technique Charge quantities 2g to 80g

Mainly blast holes ø 12mm

detonating cord 80g/m
Burden up to 20cm possible

Drill hole depths up to 1m

Only as much rock is removed as is 

absolutely necessary

Small loading quantities:

Little impact on the environment

Few explosive gases

Little eruption material



Schrattenfluh Sörenberg

Case example: Cave accident and rescue on July 5th, 2002



8m fall Alarm 1414

cave rescue
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The rescue from the blaster's point of view



fall

Where are the narrow spots?

Where is the injured person?

Is there ventilation?

Where can the injured person

be brought to safety?



fall



injured person



Shaft rescue technology

pulley block

stretcher companion

helpers



14 hours after the accident

Back on the surface



The victim was able to recover completely
Without using the blasting technology, a successful rescue 

would

hardly ever have been possible.

A great deal of experience in blasting is 

necessary
It can only be obtained with numerous 

normal blasting operations in speleology. 

Without being under pressure to 

succeed and without pressure of 

time.


